Is there a threat to academic medicine?  A forward look to 2048

David R Koez outlines the history of academic medicine in the UK, and looks at challenges it will face in future and how these might be overcome.

NCEPOD: benchmarking and shaping practice in surgical care and beyond

Maria Campbell and David Walker discuss the role of National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) reports in facilitating change, and call on surgeons to make these findings into improving-acceptable and satisfactory.

SYMPOSIUM ON GASTROENTEROLOGY

Management of colonic polyps and the NHS Bowel Cancer Screening Programme

A Chittran, T T Liew, S Gupta and N D Ritter describe the NHS Bowel Cancer Screening Programme and the management of large colonic polyps, including endoscopic options.

Epidemiology and risk factors for Barrett’s oesophagus

Mohamed H Ramez and John F Mayberry assess current literature, and consider questions in incidence and prevalence rates as well as risk factors associated with the development of Barrett’s oesophagus.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT OF FISTULE-IN-ANO

J Phillips, N Leonard and A Amal look at the current literature on the management of fistula-in-anо and discuss the difficulties that lack of evidence gives surgeons training in their current and future practice.

Power tool injuries to the hand and wrist

I Rousta, J Cumberworth, E Henry and B Poggenb STT give an overview of the principles, and provide a systematic approach, to the management and rehabilitation of the injured limb and patient required to minimize future complications.

Acute sarcoidosis: Life-long survivor’s perspective

Othman Kanish, John Shefield and Gerald George review the presentation, investigation and treatment of acute sarcoidosis (LeFever’s syndrome), as well as the epidemiology and emerging genetic links.

Carbon monoxide poisoning: an ancient and frequent cause of accidental death

Simon W Dubay, Omar Clehab and Sarah Gillham describe pathology and epidemiology of carbon monoxide poisoning in the UK, with reference to several new developments in determining prognosis and therapy.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

Overview of pancreatic resections: indications and procedures

Bobby V D soli, Shalik Farid, Keith Roberts, Sarah Mann-Stiff

CLINICAL SKILLS FOR POSTGRADUATE EXAMINATIONS

Assessing the sense of smell

Milan Serra, Carl Polypert

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

Hypothyroidism

Milan Serra, Carl Polypert

TIPS FROM THE SHOP FLOOR

How to choose a saw

Kara Miyagi, Paolo Matteucci